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STATEMENT OF MARK NEWBY  
 
I am asking you to consider voting for me in this Yorkshire Constituency council seat election. I seek 
re-election so that I can continue with the work I have been doing for all our members.  
 
Throughout my tenure I have put the interests of our members at the forefront attending local law 
society meetings across the region and supporting individual members in a range of issues.  
 
About Me   
I am a Partner in QualitySolicitors Jordans LLP which is a traditional high street practice in 
Doncaster and Kiveton Park nr Sheffield. I specialise in litigation and have developed a national 
practice in miscarriage of justice cases and historic cases. I also undertake a range of other 
litigation work including judicial review. My entire practice life of 28 years has been engaged in 
undertaking public funding work along with a considerable amount of time spent on pro bono cases, 
so I understand how vital access to justice is.  
 
Why did I join Council in the first place?  
Due to my work experience, I had witnessed the downward spiral of funding and support for access 
to justice which in the past had led to members criticism of the Law Society, not all of which was 
justified. So, when the opportunity arose to join the Council, I grabbed that chance as I strongly 
believe that if you want an organisation to do better you have to be prepared to put heart and soul 
into changing it from within.  
 
Local law society experience  
I am a Past President of Doncaster & District Law Society and took charge at a time when closure of 
the society was being considered. We assembled a committed team and rebuilt the society from the 
ground up into the strong vibrant society which it is today. In doing so we made communication and 
developing younger solicitors our key objectives. I am proud of our society and what we continue to 
achieve.  
 
This led in turn to playing a role in rebuilding the Yorkshire Union of Law Societies (YU) with 
colleagues such as David Barraclough and Peter Wright, delivered by getting out and about around 
Yorkshire and engaging with all our members.   
The YU now represents a significant voice attracting high quality speakers and events including 
Officer Holders, the SRA and the LSB.  
 
Communication is key  
When I arrived at the Law Society in December 2015 it was clear to me that a major hurdle to 
council members doing their job was a lack of communication and this is an issue I have pushed on 
throughout a challenging governance review. In the meantime, we have built our own 
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communication networks in Doncaster and Yorkshire.  I run the YU Website for the Committee 
allowing me to actively promote events and activities of Yorkshire Solicitors which we will continue 
to enhance going forward. I recently also set up a newsletter for the Yorkshire council members 
which allows us to share the latest news, consultations, and member events across Yorkshire.  
 
I am a reformer in nature and had a background of running another national membership 
organisation as its National Secretary for several years, so I understand what makes a successful 
membership organisation tick. 
 
Other Work at the Law Society  
Since I joined the Council, I have also joined two committees. Firstly, I serve on the Criminal Law 
Committee and have represented that committee in respect of issues regarding Miscarriages of 
Justice, Prison Law and Forensic Science sitting on the Criminal Justice Board subcommittee on 
forensic science.  
 
In addition, I sit on the Scrutiny Performance and Review Committee, and I am honoured to be 
elected as its incoming Chairman from October 2021 if I am re-elected as a Council Member.  
 
This committee as its name suggests is a vital check and balance on the decision-making 
processes of the law society, its board and main committees together with the office holders. We 
operate to ensure that decision making is fair, consistent, and transparent. In doing so we can 
address the concerns of council and the membership to ensure the best governance and decision-
making protocols are in place across the organisation.  
 
Unfinished Business  
So, I have unfinished business and there are in addition some key objectives which as your 
constituent member I will focus on and champion: 

- Protecting Access to Justice and the Rule of Law, including contributing to the ongoing work 

of the Criminal Law Committee relating to the independent review of criminal legal aid and 

the future royal commission on criminal justice  

- Ensuring that our communication systems are fixed at all levels so that we can deliver 

membership services and support that you want  

- Fighting to ensure even greater transparency in decision making processes of the Law 

Society so that our members can have their voices heard  

- Helping the Law Society identify what membership services should look like and supporting 

the work the Society is doing to make its offering relevant to our members  

- Standing up for current and past members in ensuring that the SIF Fund remains in 

operation or that an alternative safety net is put in place  

- Supporting young solicitors in joining the profession and ensuring the SQE can deliver for 

their futures  

- Promoting the interests of all our Local Law Societies and Members in Yorkshire with direct 

face to face or virtual engagement  

- Making sure that diversity and inclusion is central to how the society delivers across all of its 

operations  

- Ensuring that the Law Society of tomorrow is a robust membership centric organisation that 

all of our members can rely on and want to be a member of  

If you place your trust in me for a further 4 years you can be confident, I will deliver and be there for 
you. I have learnt that being a Council member is an onerous and challenging role but one which I 
have demonstrated I can and will deliver upon.  
 
Thank you for reading my statement and I look forward to your support. 


